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News that Facebook, not content with designing its own low-
power servers, has also built its own networking switch, will have 
sent loud groans around the corridors of Cisco, Juniper et al. On 
the one hand, the network equipment vendors have to adapt to 
the slow but real transition to software defined networking 
(SDN), which could commoditize their hardware and transform 
their competitive landscape. And now they face the prospect of 
large potential customers turning their backs even on that com-
moditized hardware, and of the new networks being defined by a 
new breed of service providers – not the traditional carriers, in 
which vendors like Cisco are entrenched, but the more maverick, 
disruptive service providers of the web/cloud world. 
 
The vendor response is twofold. One, hold onto specialized equip-
ment revenues for as long as possible, by luring carriers with 
‘gentle’ migration routes to SDN, and with virtualization ap-
proaches, such as NFV which are still hardware dependent. And 
two, buy clever software  innovators in order to secure a place in 
the critical early SDN deals, whether from traditional operators 
like AT&T, or cloud giants like Facebook. 
 
Facebook’s Wedge: 
 
Facebook’s switch is called Wedge and is run by Linux-based op-
erating software called FBOSS. Both will be submitted to the 
Open Compute Foundation as open source designs so that others 
can use the designs, something Facebook has also done with its 
homegrown server platforms. (Google has also developed its own 
switch but has kept its designs secret). The switch is embedded 
with a microserver, so in many ways behaves like a piece of data 
center equipment. 
 
Facebook, like many of those in the cloud vanguard, wants to rob 
the network of its mystique and its complexity, turning it in to a 
series of simple mix-and-match boxes which do not require ob-
scure programming languages – the same process which has al-
ready entirely disrupted the server industry and is now moving 
into networks and cell sites. Jay Parikh, VP of infrastructure engi-
neering, told the GigaOM Structure conference that Facebook’s 
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